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Abstract
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is considered as very influential undertaking in natural language processing appropriate to Question
Answering system, Machine Translation (MT), Information extraction (IE), Information Retrieval (IR) etc. Basically NER is to identify
and classify different types of proper nouns present inside given file like location name, person name, number, organization name, time
etc. Although huge amount of progress is made for different Indian languages, NER is still a big problem for Odiya Language. Odiya is
also a resource constrained language and till today, this is very tough to find out a large and accurate corpus for training and test.
Therefore in this paper, we have utilized Wikipedia to develop a huge Odiya corpus of annotated name entities which is quite efficient to
be training dataset further. After evaluation, we have got a very promising result with a F-score of 78.89.
Keywords: Named Entity Recognition, NER, Wikipedia, Machine Translation, Information Extraction, Information Retrieval.

1. Introduction
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is considered as a very
important job under natural language processing appropriate to
Question Answering system, Machine Translation (MT),
Information extraction (IE), Information Retrieval (IR) etc.
Basically NER is to identify and classify each and every
appropriate nouns present in a text as location name, person name,
company name, digit, time etc [1]. For last twenty five years, NER
is a dynamic field of research in the field of NLP. But NER still
remains a big problem for Odiya Language. Odiya is also a
resource constrained language and till today, this is tough to
search for a large and accurate corpus for training and test. The
greatest challenge to develop Multilingual NER system for Indian
Languages is:
Morphologically rich –As Odiya language is morphologically very
rich, it is very difficult to identify the root word, and therefore it
requires morphological analysers [1].
Capitalization feature - In English, capitalization plays a big role
to identify NEs but it is not found in Odiya languages [4].
Ambiguity – thousands of ambiguities are present in common and
proper nouns.
Spell variations – When it comes to web, then a same thing can be
spelled differently in different domain.
From last two decades, NER is the prime attention of NLP
researchers [26, 27]. The initiative in the field of NER was taken
during Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) [26, 27],
during the development of GATE system. Precise finding of NEs
was reported and later standardized by the inventers [3]. NER was
also got tremendous importance during the development of
Information Extraction System [29], question-answering systems
[30], machine translation [31]. In the early times, researchers were
using finite state automata to match against a series of words
common regular expression comparer. LaSIE-II by Sheffield
University [32], NetOwl by ISOQuest [33] and LTG by

University Of Edinburgh [34] are the English NER. These systems
were actually based on rule and therefore these systems are not
robust and have issue like portability. Developing rule based
system is quite expensive because every time we use new text as
input, we need to manipulate the existing rule to manage the
optimal performance. In recent days, machine-learning (ML) [21]
approaches are extensively implemented in NER. The basic
advantage of using ML is that one can train it easily, ML is very
adapting in nature to various domains and languages and to
maintain is very less expensive [20]. Different machine learning
techniques [20] used in NER so far is Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) [36], Maximum Entropy (ME) [20] model, University of
New York’s MENE [38], in the New York University’s system,
Decision Tree was implemented [39], CRF [40]. Shallow parsing
approach by Pattern-directed for NER in Bengali was reported by
Bandyopadhyay and Ekbal [16]. The paper describes two different
model of NER, where one model uses lexical contextual designs
and additional uses language based characteristics with lexical
contextual patterns of same set. A NER system using HMM was
reported by Ekbal [16], to handle unknown entities, the author
uses maximum number of contextual information and named
entity suffixes during probability (emission). More recent
contributions in Bengali NER can effortlessly be get in [4] [11]
accompanied by CRF, and the SVM technique, commonly. Those
NER tools were developed by using various contextual features
and orthographical word based characteristics in association with
a variety of characteristic took out, out of the gazetteers. The NER
work on the language Hindi was reported by Mc-Callum and Li
[6] using CRF technique which implements a process known as
characteristic ordination to build the characteristics automatically
to grow the conditional likelihood. In various papers, authors have
used Wikipedia for extraction of information and Named Entity
Recognition. Yago [22] and DB-pedia [3] extracted useful details
from the organized portions like info-boxes, lists, groups and other
things). Suchanek [22] had developed a concept of hierarchical
relation by depicting a derived object to WordNet [12].
Ruizcasado and others [17] has introduced a technique for
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automated deriving and generalizing of extracted design for
connotation associations (meronymy/ holonymy, hyponymy/
hyperonymy,) through ordinary Wikipedia in English,
implementing and expanding WordNet. The derived sequences are
generalized by using an algorithm which uses lowest edit space,
implementing a depiction similar to the algorithm introduced.
Culotta and other authors [8] introduced a prototype to implement
data mining (DM) and information extraction (IE), shown on
various Wikipedia essays. They had applied CRFs, implementing
both context and relation characteristics. Nguyen and other
members [14] exhibit relational removal through Wikipedia essay
complementary texts implementing tree mining (dependency) and
machine learning algorithm (supervised) using SVM
classification. The authors have utilized a traditional co-referential
resolution algorithm utilizing exceptional features of Wikipedia
article. They had also implemented traditional named entity type
recognition depending upon supervised algorithm for
classification of Wikipedia articles representing to entities inside
the relations. Suchanek and other authors [21] represented PORE,
the algorithm for circumstances integrating only unlabeled and
positive instances, pertained to semi-automatic Information
Extraction from free text in Wikipedia essays. This technique
basically implements the Support Vector Machine classification
technique, and implements bootstrap approach, powerful negative
recognition and trans-ductive deduction.
In this paper we have used Wikipedia, an online, freely accessible,
accurate, fast and ever growing free resources to develop a named
entity annotated corpus which may be further utilize like data set
training towards any NER system. For each and every article in
Wikipedia has a link and every link corresponds to a named entity
and that named entity which considered as actually the link, takes
you to another related and appropriate link or named entity. In this
way, we can identify and extract millions of sentences out of the
Wikipedia and create an enormous corpus for Odiya language that
may be later utilize like a training data for any standard named
entity recognition system. For evaluation purpose, we have taken
standard Odiya corpora and our corpus which is created through
Wikipedia and tested. Therefore in this manner, we can develop
many general purpose or domain specific corpora very easily and
effectively without the help of manual annotation.
In last 25 years tremendous research have been taken place in the
field of NER, unfortunately for Odiya language, the research is
active from last 10 years only. Considering the quality research by
other scientists round the globe, initially Odiya NER was
developed by using handcrafted rules, Gazetteers, Machine
learning Techniques etc. But the major bottleneck was lack of
large and quality corpus. Although Machine Learning was
showing very promising result [16] for language like English,
Portuguese, Hindi, Tamil [4], but Odiya language was not getting
good result because of the scarsity of huge corpus.
The remaining part of our paper is arranged like this. Section
number 2 presents creation of Named Entity corpora from
Wikipedia. Section number 3 describes the classification of
Wikipedia articles. Section number 4 gives sentence selection and
extraction, Section number 5 describes the evaluation of
experiment and section number 6 gives conclusion and future
work.

2. NE corpora from Wikipedia
Wikipedia is an online repository or Encyclopedia which is
written by billions of its users, and which includes more than 5.2
million articles in English and other various languages. Wikipedia
is also freely accessible, accurate, fast and ever growing free
resources to develop a named entity annotated corpus which may
be further utilize like data set training for any NER system [7]. For
each and every article in Wikipedia has a link and every link
corresponds to a named entity and that named entity which
considered as actually the link, takes you to another related and
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appropriate link or named entity. In this way, we can identify and
extract millions of sentences out of the Wikipedia and create an
enormous corpus for Odiya language that may be later utilize like
a training data for any standard named entity recognition system.
Since more than 81% of Wikipedia articles describe the different
topics which fall under various traditional entity classes. Moreover
various link of Wikipedia represent in gold-standard entity
annotations in NER training corpora [9]. The major advantage of
using Wikipedia is that it supports a crucial concept called word
sense disambiguation. The link which corresponds to NEs, it also
disambiguates the referent. For example “Harishankar” a person
name, from “Harishankar” as place name, “Ganga” is a river; from
“Ganga” is a name of a lady. Following are the steps by which we
derive the named entity corpus from Wikipedia:
To create entity classes, classify all Odiya articles first.
•

Split all Odiya Wikipedia articles into independent
sentences.

•

As per the link target, label all Odiya named entities.

•

Selected sentences will be included in the corpus.

This approach is not at all language or domain specific. Therefore
it can be implemented to any language and any domain. For
evaluation purpose, we have used CoNLL standard i.e. PER,
LOC, ORG and MISC [2].

3. Wikipedia Article Classification:
First of all, Wikipedia article must be classified to a fixed set of
entity categories so that the labeling of links as per to their target.
In our work we have used a hybrid bootstrapping technique
towards classifying purpose. We have considered two cases here,
one is unknown category and one is known category of NEs on
the basis of the heuristic knowledge. During bootstrapping,
mapping is learnt and entity classes are assigned. The major
challenge here is to find out the non-entity articles which are
actually diverse and large in Wikipedia. That is why we first try to
classify all articles as non-entity. For general classification
purpose, we use bootstrapped heuristics to extract feature from
articles.
In order to find out the category noun, we have used a standard
Odiya POS Tagger. Basically POS Tagger helps for tagging and
chunking. Another heuristic feature we have used here is called
suffix stripping approach. Suffix stripping approach was
successfully implemented for English by Paice/Husk [4] any many
other authors. Similarly for Indian languages, suffix stripping
algorithm was implemented by [5], [46]. Ramanathan, Rao [46]
and Larkey [47], has implemented suffix stripping approach with
predefined 27 suffixes for number, gender etc successfully. Suffix
stripping was also used in morphological analyzer for Bengali
language by Dasgupta and Nag [47].
The advantage of suffix stripping algorithm is that it never
depends on the stored database or look-up table. It generally
works on specially designed hand crafted rules. The algorithm
uses these rules as a route to find out the root word. \for example,
there is a Named entity called “Ramaku”, the algorithm remove
the suffix “ku” and extract the root word “Rama”. Following is the
suffix stripping algorithm:
Start
Step 1: Input the token received from Wikipedia
Step 2: Find out the suffix in the token
Step 3: If the token has the suffix then
Step 4: Eliminate the suffix and extract the root word
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Step 5: Display the result
Stop
Algorithm 1: Suffix stripping approach

Start

Input the token received from
Wikipedia
Find out the suffix in the token

No
If the token
has the
suffix

Fig.3: Named entity derived and tagged from the text in figure 1.

Stop

We have identified potential Odiya suffix information which plays
a crucial role to find out the definition nouns. The partial list
Odiya suffix is given below:

Yes
Eliminate the suffix

Table 1: Partial list of Odiya suffix

Extract the
root word

Suffix

Suffix in Odiya

re

ରେ

ru

େୁ

ku

କୁ

pai

ପାଇଁ

bina

ବିନା

tharu

ଠାେୁ

sahita

ସହିତ

e

ଏ

ila

ଇଲା

iba

ଇବା

anta

ଅଂଟା

uchi

ଉଚି

uthila

ଉଠିଲା

uthiba

ଉଠିବା

uthanta

ଉଥାନ୍ତା

ichi

ଇଛି

ithila

ଇଥିଲା

ithiba

ଇଥିବା

ithanta

ଇଥାନ୍ତା

Fig.1: Flowchart for Suffix stripping approach

Fig. 2: Wikipedia Article. Red oval shape indicates NE, represented by
link.
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3.1.Bootstrapping Approach:
The primary benefit of bootstrapping approach is that it avoids
huge numbers of hand crafted rules and bag of words method
which is practically difficult to develop and manage. For the
purpose of general classification, features were accumulated from
Wikipedia articles and each feature was mapped to the equivalent
entity class. We have considered two types of noun here, category
noun and definition noun. As per the diagram, we have used
bootstrapping method as our primary classification process. In
order to map the entity classes with category noun and definition
noun, we have used hand labelled data. Here we have used a
feedback link to use the optimal result of one classification to
create heuristic mapping for the next. As maximum article belongs
to multiple categories, therefore the iteration of bootstrap produces
more optimistic classification of Wikipedia contents.
The mappings can be inferred like following: If a set of artifact
and their category are given, the no. can be count of the number of
occurrences of every attribute with respect to the category. Like
every candidate noun N (may be unigram or bigram), with the
category k that is very frequently linked is confirmed. If n number
of categorized texts backing the align N→k and m texts controvert
this, therefore we secure the aligning
if n ≥ t and

𝑚
𝑛+𝑚

< p, towards few fixed thresholds ‘t’ and ‘p’.

We had considered p = 0.25, towards cost for‘t’.
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created a list of the Odiya titles which is described in the below
mentioned table. Another approach is also used to identify
surnames. If a certain link becomes visible right before the link
towards a target “person”, we infer that this must be the surname
and can be considered for inclusion in our corpora leaving a
Named entity tag.
Table 2: Partial list of Odiya title
Title

Title in Odiya

Sri

ଶ୍ରୀ

Sriman

ଶ୍ରୀମାନ

Srimati

ଶ୍ରୀମତୀ

Mananiyo

ମାନନୀୟ

Mananiya

ମାନନୀୟ

Srijukta

ଶ୍ରୀଯୁକ୍ତ

Mahashaya

ମହାଶୟ

Shikhyak

ଶିକ୍ଷକ

Mukhyamantri

ମୁଖ୍ୟମନ୍ତ୍ରୀ

Mantri

ମନ୍ତ୍ରୀ

Guru

ଗୁେୁ

Doctor

ଡ଼କଟେ

Sikhika

ଶିକ୍ଷିକା

5. Evaluation and Discussion:
The accomplishment of our methods was studied with regard to
standard Recall, Precision and F-measure:
Precision = (valid positives) / (valid positives + invalid positives)
Recall= (valid positives) / (valid positives + invalid negatives)
F measure= (2* Precision * Recall) / (Precision+ Recall) [14]
Where:
Fig. 4: Article classification by bootstrapping approach

4. Sentence selection and extraction:
In order to prepare NER training corpus from Wikipedia article,
first we needs cleaning of noise, sentence separation and
tokenization [8] as Wikipedia is not created by simple text format,
rather it is created by a special marked up language. Before
tokenization, we have used standard algorithm (unsupervised) for
identifying the boundary of the sentence [8]. The source code for
standard unsupervised algorithm for sentence detection algorithm
is
freely
available
at
https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/tokenize/punkt.html.
The
algorithm was developed by Tibor Kiss and Jan Strunk. The
source code is language independent in nature. After for sentence
boundary detection, we had tokenize the text by using the code
which is freely available and Unicode compatible at
https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/tokenize/regexp.html.
For identifying dates, months, year, days of the week, we have
used simple regular expressions. To identify the tittles, we have

• Valid positives indicates the quantity of Named Entities
classified correctly
• Invalid positives represent the quantity of Named Entities
classified for non NEs
• Invalid negatives represent the quantity of Named Entities not
categorized for correct Name Entities
We have taken three different models for evaluation purpose:
training accompanied by Wikipedia data, training accompanied by
hand crafted annotated data and training accompanied by both
associated data. We have used Conditional Random Field (CRF)
tagger [13], which is customizable and freely available at
http://crfpp.sourceforge.net. For better result, we had utilized a
standard Odiya gazetteer, contextual information and orthographic
features [1]. The findings are given in terms of precision, recall
and F-measure in table number 4. As Wikipedia data is freely
available for download, our experiment was performed on 62,000
sentences derived from Wikipedia although 19 millions sentences
are available in Wikipedia. We could not extract more Wikipedia
sentences due to time and memory requirement. Although with
little modification to the existing model, it is very much possible
to extract more sentences. In this work, for standard Odiya corpus,
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we have used IJCNLP 2008 Shared Task data on (NERSSEAL)
South and South East Asian Languages and also manual annotated
data for Odiya.
Table 3: Corpora used for evaluation

[5]

[6]

Corpus

No. of training data

No. of test data

Standard Odiya Corpus

52550

45130

[7]

Table 4: Comparison of Evaluation.
Training Corpus

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Standard Odiya Corpus

69.25

78.13

72.39

Wikipedia Corpus

77.29

83.15

78.89

[8]

[9]

As the table 4 indicates, the result for Wikipedia corpus is
outperforming over standard Odiya corpus. Where standard Odiya
corpus is giving 72.39% F-measure, the F-measure for our
Wikipedia corpus is very much promising i.e. 78.89%. The
precision, recall and overall F-measure can be enhanced if we
could extract more and more sentences from Wikipedia which
requires more time and memory. We have derived only 62000
sentences for this evaluation although 19 millions sentences are
available in Wikipedia. The major problem which we have faced
for Odiya language is that standard corpus like CoNLL, BBN and
MUC is not available in Odiya that is why we could not compare
our result with the similar work [2, 7, and 9] which has already
been done for English.

6. Conclusion and future work:

[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]
[16]

As the table no. 4 indicates, the result for Wikipedia corpus is
outperforming over standard Odiya corpus. We have got a very
promising result with a F-score of 78.89 for Odiya language. The
accomplishment of our model may be boosted by creating bigger
Wikipedia corpora, implementing more efficient inference
techniques and word sense disambiguation. In this work, we have
proved that Wikipedia is a great resource for creating annotated
corpora for named entity recognition purpose but special care is
needed for specific application. In time to come, we shall attempt
to evaluate this system not only with standard Odiya corpus, rather
with other languages like English as well. We will try to evaluate
our system with CoNLL, BBN and MUC corpus, although the
English language has so many features like capitalization etc for
identifying NEs, which is not available for Odiya Language.

[17]
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